
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: Jacqueline Ackley <stevejacackley@gmail.com> 

Date: Sat, Jul 4, 2015 at 4:04 PM 

Subject: Request Denial of Rezoning request for 101 Hibiscus Lane 

To: dagduke212@aol.com, fpaul@cityofcastlehills.com, gray@elevatesystems.com, Jana Baker 

<jana.baker@sbcglobal.net>, Joe Izbrand <joe@joeizbrand.com>, jsquire@cityofcastlehills.com, 

juan.solis@bbandt.com, lizlarsen@hotmail.com, mdaggett@cityofcastlehills.com, Tim Howell 

<timothyallanhowell@gmail.com>, tom@adkf.com, wengertx@satx.rr.com 

 

Dear Zoning Board and City Council Members, 

 

I write to request denial of the rezoning request for 101 Hibiscus Ln, which will be considered by Zoning 

Committee members on 7 July 2015 and by Council the following week. 

 

I, Jacqueline Ackley, own and reside at 118 W Castle Lane, one of the 47 properties within 500 feet of 101 

Hibiscus Ln, the property under consideration. I have lived at the current address for 15 years and 

lived elsewhere (111 Villa Ann) in Castle Hills for 12 years prior to that. 

 

101 Hibiscus is an extraordinary property, exemplifying all that is desirable about living in Castle Hills: a fine 

home, on gracious grounds, with densely treed canopy that reduces the local temperature during the long hot 

San Antonio summers.  If the Lancaster family has no more need for this home, I hope it will be developed for 

other families to enjoy, in a manner commensurate with why we all value this area and in accordance with the 

Castle Hills Master Plan which describes the lots west of West Ave as being approximately one acre or more. 

 

The proposed development plan for 101 Hibiscus describes a gated, densely constructed area, paved over 2/3's 

of its land surface, and, by necessity, drastically reduced in forestation---the very antithesis of our neighborhood 

and repugnant to the surrounding neighbors.  In addition to altering our quality of life by decreasing our  ability 

to walk peacefully through our neighborhood, unobstructed by gates or brisk traffic, it will devalue the adjacent 

properties, raise the likelihood of flooding and pose danger to the students of  the Antonian School who use Fox 

Hall and S. Winston Lanes for jogging exercises. 

 

The increased flooding risk poses true economic hardship to the immediate neighbors (who may now need flood 

insurance or home improvements to protect against or make repairs from water damage) AND TO THE TAX 

PAYERS OF CASTLE HILLS who should be aware that the City of Castle Hills is responsible to make 

drainage improvements to offset increased run-off occurring as a result of the City's rezoning actions.   

 

The 101 Hibiscus proposal requests rezoning as a PUD (Planned Unit Development). Research reveals 2 articles 

(national and regional) describing/defining by ordinance, what a PUD is.  The references are attached. 

 

A PUD is a mixed use area, offering advantages to both the developers and the residents.  Yes, homes are more 

closely spaced than in a typical neighborhood (which saves on infrastructure costs), but THE OVERALL 

DENSITY IS LESS THAN IN A USUAL RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD (perhaps 5% less, say 30% 

impervious grounds vs. 35%, typical of usual neighborhoods) BECAUSE THE CLOSELY SPACED HOMES 

ARE OFFSET BY OPEN SPACE---GREEN SPACE AND/OR RECREATIONAL SPACE.  The regional 

(Austin) PUD ordinance further states that, in general, PUDs are at least 10 acres in size and prohibit gated 

roadways (in an effort to make bike, car and public transportation easier than in a usual neighborhood). 

 

I conclude that the 101 Hibiscus planned development is NOT a PUD.  It is a small subdivision, unlike any of 

the surrounding area from which it is carved. 
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The City of Castle Hills has a skeletonized PUD ordinance (Division 13--I PLANNED UNIT 

DEVELOPEMENT), which desperately needs to be fleshed out to provide Vision and Guidance to developers 

and to Protect existing Castle Hills residents.  Until our PUD ordinance has these properties of Vision, 

Guidance and Protection for the citizens, I believe that granting PUD rezoning of Castle Hills property is giving 

away our neighborhood as we know it.  I recommend against it until ordinances are in place and request your 

help, as residents of this fair city who equally value your homestead investment and quality of life, to work 

to achieve complete and clarified statues in regards to PUDs. 

 

My Sincere thanks to you for your work and attention, 

 

Jacqueline Ackley 

 


